Imaterial Textiles Design Library

Our Design Library includes patterns that are created and ready for digital print at no extra cost. All patterns can be adjusted in color and size to fit your individual needs. Choose your fabric base from our existing range, or bring your own. We print directly on the fabric, set-to-set. Send a quote request to info@imaterial.co to find out more.

**Designs**

**Geometric**

- Blocks by Petra
- Piano BW by Brigitta
- Pastel Star by Brigitta
- Nautical Sunrise by Brigitta
- Watercolor Rose Blue by Brigitta
- Red Line by Brigitta
- Tire Tracks Color by Brigitta
- Piano Color by Brigitta
- 80’s Star by Brigitta
- Nautical Sunset by Brigitta
- AVA Indigo by Brigitta
- Blue Line by Brigitta
- Bars BW by Brigitta
- Shade Square BW by Brigitta
- Shade Square Color by Brigitta
- Shade Square BW by Brigitta
- Leaf BW by Brigitta
- Machame Sky by Brigitta
- Chevron BW by Brigitta
- Machame Rock by Brigitta
- Chevron Color by Brigitta
- Summer Evening by Brigitta
- SV Indigo by Brigitta
- California Circle by Brigitta
- Squares BW by Brigitta
- Summer Morning by Brigitta
- Diamond Navy by Brigitta
- Bars Color by Brigitta
- Shade Square Color by Brigitta
- Machame Trail by Brigitta
- Square Stamp BW by Brigitta
- Leaf BW by Brigitta
- Hand Drawn Stripe by Imaterial

**Dots and Stripes**

- Hand Drawn Dots Inverted by Imaterial
- Hand Drawn Spots Inverted by Imaterial
- Double Stripe Inverted by Imaterial
- Hand Drawn Dots by Imaterial
- Hand Drawn Spots by Imaterial
- Double Stripe by Imaterial
- Hand Drawn Stripe by Imaterial
- Hand Drawn Stripe Inverted by Imaterial